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To all whom it may concern.‘ . _ 
Be it known that I,‘ IRVING S. MERRELL, 

of Syracuse, in the county of Ononde a, in 
the State of New York, have‘ invents‘ new 
and useful Improvements in Can-Merl'ging 
Meoln'nes, of which the following, taken in 
connection with the accompanying drew 

' ings, is a full, clear, and exact description. 
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‘his invention relates to improvements in 
cite-marking machines‘, and is particularly 
useful in eanningii’ectories for the purpose'o'f 
blending or stamping certitin marks or char 
a‘cters upon the cans, as they are successively 
fed, one-by-one, along a suitable guide or 
table after being ?lled with the material to be 
preserved. 

It is common practice to label or brand the 
cans for different materials, or‘ those contain 
ing di?’erent grades of the same material, by 

‘ some distinguishing mark or character, but 
so far its I am aware, this has been done only . 
by means of e hand-stump. , 
My object is to automatically impress or 

print the distin uishin ‘brand or mark upon 
the bottom of t 1e ?lle can as it is automat 
icully fed from one piece to another during the 
process of cunning, and to enable the opere~ 
tor to easily and quickly change the stamp 
whendesited, without stopping or retarding‘ 
the operation of-the ‘machine. ~ 
A more speci?c object is to move the 

marker at the same rate of speed we in the 
same direction as that of the can, preferably 
under s’ rolling contact with the bottom of 
the cans, so as to leave a uniformly perfect 
impression or print-in substantially the same 
relative position on the bottom. of eeoh can, 
where the mark is protected from oblitera 
tion by the annular ?ange 'with which said 
can is‘ provided, and to provide means for 
transferring the printing ink to the marker 
at regular intervals, or at each printing op~ 
oration ' 

A further object is to enable the marker to 
be stopped or started at will irrespective of 
the can feeding mechanism. ' 
Other objeot'send uses will appear in the 

following description._ 
In the drawin s—Figure 1 is a longitudinal 

side elevation o a can-marking device em 
bodying the features of‘ my invention, the can 
supporting table being shown in section, and 
the cans and their feeding means being shown 
in dotted lines. Fig. 2 is a top plan “of the 

‘st marking device seen in Fig.’ 1, the markings 

wheel, clutch and other parts being shown in 
section. Fig. 3 is an enlarged detail sectional 
view taken on line 3—-3, Big. 1, showi'n the 
manner of securing type stamps to the w eel. 
“Fig; 4 is s detail view of a; portion of a mark-. 
ing~wheel showin' a circumierentially ed 
justable type-bloc ", as provided‘ with a. se 
ries of marking ‘faces, each representing a, dif— 
ferent brand. Fig. '5 is e sections-l view, 
partly in elevation, of the modi?ed marking 
device seen in Fig. 4. 
During the process of canning, the ?lled 

cans are fed right side up along a supportingv 
bed or guide by a suitable conveyer' so as to 
follow one another in more or less close prox 
imity, endv are preferably stamped on the 
bottoms while in transit from the filler to the 
capping machine. 
The specific means for supporting these 

cans and feeding them successively to the 
marking device is immaterial‘, and I have, 
therefore, shown, somewhat diagrammatic; 
ally, a supporting-bed or guide ——A—~ and 
a. portion of e conveyer ——B-—, the latter 
being shown ‘by dotted lines in Fig. 1, as 
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provided with a. series of arms, or abutments, . 
spaced equal distance ape-rt for engaging 
and successively feeding the cans, one—by~ 
one, to my improved marking device. This 
marking device comprises, in this instance, 
a rotary‘ disk or Wheel ~—1—— having a series 
of type —2— speeed e uidistant apart 
circumferentially, said whee being mounted 
upon a 1'0 ary shaft ——4— which is positively 
driven by belt or chain —+5—~ from a driv 
ing shaft ~—6—, the latter ‘being in turn 
'driven from any available source of'power 
through the medium of a second endless 
belt —7~—7, and clutch ~,—7'——-. > 
The rotary shaft ——4—-— is} shown as 

mounted in a horizontal position upon one 
end of an oscillatory lever —8—', which is 
ful'crumed on the shaft -—-6—yand has its 
other end provided with e counter-weight 
—~9——, whereby the type-wheel -—l— is 
yieldingly res'sed against the can. 
The mar ting-wheel seen in Figs. 1 to‘ 3, 

is provided with a. series of four stamps or 
type ——2—— which travel in a. suitable opening 
—10— in the guide or bed —~A——, and are 
preferably made of rubber and secured to 
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woodblocks ——11——, which,~in turn, are' 
rigidly held in place on the wheel 1—-by 
suitable fastening means, as screws —'-12— 
and opposed shoulders —_—13—-. said blocks 110 



‘ ferential 
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?tting snugly between the shoulders —‘—1'3—— 
which hold them ?rmly against cif‘cum 

displacement. This wheel is 
mounted u on an angular ta ering end 
—-14— of t e shaft ——4—, Whidl latter fits 
into a tapering an ular socket centrally 
in the-hub of the W eel ———_l— so that the 
wheel is ‘held solely by friction upon the 

' tapering end of the shaft .—.4— andmay be 
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removed endwise, by hand, when it is desired» 
I ‘to change from one brand ‘to another. It 

is evident, however, that any other suitable 
form of removable marker moving in unison 
with the can feed, either intermittingly or 
continuously, may be employed and still be 
within the scope of my invention. In this 
instance, the stamps —2— on each disk 
are identical, and I usually have a number 
of the disks or wheels —1-— at hand, each 
having different stamps for different brands 
of canned oods, although it is clearly evi 
dent that % 
——1 1— having different types or brands, and 
sim ly change blocks when it is desired to 
mar 

it may be easily and quickly taken o? and 
replaced byv another when necessary. ‘ v 
The speed of ‘rotation of 'the wheel —1— 

is synchronized with the speed of move 
ment of the conveyer I—B—— in any well 
known manner, not necessary ' to herein 
describe, the only requirement being that 
the marker and can 'move'. in unison under 
a rolling contact, thereby giving a ‘perfect 
impression or print of the particular brand 
of goods upon each can.- I 
The type —2— may'L be. inked in any .de 

sired manner-as by an inking roller ——16——, 
‘which in this instance, contacts with the 
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type op ,osite the printing point and is 
preferab y mounted‘ upon one end of a lever 
‘——17—', which is pivoted at —18———, to the 
lever ——8—— between the fulcrum ——6— and 
shaft —4—— and its other end extends rear 
wardly and is pressed downwardly by a 
compression-spring ——19—, thereby yield 
ingly holding the eriphery of the inking 
roller —-16—.—- in tli) 
type +—2——i 

t will be observed that the type-wheels 
are recessed or cut away between the type 
blocks to afford ?nger space and- allow the 
type-wheel to be placed upon or withdrawn 
by hand from the shaft '—4—~, the move 
ment of the conveyer —B-— and printing 
wheel —1— being sufficiently slow to per 
mit the operator to withdraw~ one wheel and 
replace it with another while changing from 
the canning of'on'e quality or bran of mate 
rial to another. This recessing of the periph 
ery of the wheel, forms in this instance, four 
ari'ns, each carrying a?xed type-block—11——, 
vbut in some instances I prefer to use an ad 

may have a series of blocks 

' the cans with a di?erent brand, but 
I prefer ‘to use a se arate removable ty e—‘ 
wheel or type-arm or each brand so t at‘ 

e path ‘of the‘ moving‘ 

, f 
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justable type - block, as ‘—'—11’——, Fig. 4, 
which is rotatingly’ mounted on one of the 
arms —1’-—, similar to the wheel ~—1— and 
is provided with a plurality of type-faces 
——~2’——, either of which may be brought to 
the printing-position by merely rotating the 

I upon, its supporting spindle 
—12'——. ' , , - 

Each of the type —2’—~ represents a dif 
ferent brand so‘ that by providing the wheel 
l’-— With four of ' these blocks 11’—;, each ro 
tatable upon its "spindle 12’—, it is evident 
that four di?erent brands may be printed 
from the same type~wheel without removing 
it from its driving shaft. - 

It will be seen upon reference to Fig. 5 
that the rotary spindle 12’ upon which the 
type-block 11’— is secured is passed through 
an aperture —20——¢ in the wheel 1’_— and is 
encircled by a friction compression-spring 
——~21— having one end bearing against the 
opposite side of the wheel and its other end 
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tensioned by a suitable nut —22—~, .the ' 
iblock being held against rotation by one or 
more .pins or studs —23— which are mov 
able into and out of apertures —24— in the 
disk or wheel 1’— at one side of the pin 12’»—. 
Each'ofthe type~blocks —11’— is pro 

vided with a knob or hand~piece ——~24’—— 
‘whereby when it is desired to change thd 
type or brand the block ——1 1-—— is drawn out 
against the action of the spring -—21,— and 
thereby withdraws‘ the pin ——2~3—— from the 
aperture —~24=—, whereupon the block 11’— 
may be readilyvrotated to bring the desired 
type to the printin<r point, in which position, 
the pin —23—- will enter another one of the 
apertures —24.— and will be held against 
rotation by saidpin ‘and the spring ——21—-. 

The operation, brie?y stated, is as fol 
lows: The cans, as —C——, are fed succes 
sively along the guide —A—— by means‘of a 
conveyer —‘B——~, and as each can is brought 
into registration. with the opening —10—~, 
one of the type ~——2— is simultaneously 
brought into rolling contactwith the can, 
thereby imprinting its particular brand 
thereon, When it i§~desired to change the 
brand or stamp, the operator sim ly grasps 
the wheel ——1— in the hand, an draws it 
endwise from the tapering angular end 
—14— and then‘ replaces it with another 
Wheel having the desired type thereon, which 
may be done while the Wheel is in motion, or 
while it‘ is temporarily stopped by throwing 
theclutch 7’ out of action. _ > 

I believe, that I am the first to produce a 
device for automatically branding» or mark 
ing the cans during the process of canning, 
and therefore, I do- not limit vmyself to the 
construction of device shown and described 
What I claim: _ 
A can markimr machine comprising a can 

supporting bed having an opening therein, 
means to feed the cans right side up along 
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‘the bed and acress said opening, a rotary In Witness whereof I have hereunto set my 
type (aarrying disk having its type traveling hand this 28 day of July 1905. 
in sai 0penin<r and making rolling contact v ‘ .' ' 
with the bottoi'ans of the cans as the latter are ‘ IRVING S‘ MERRELL' 
successively presented to said opening, a Witnesses: 
yielding support for the type carrying disk H. E. CHASE, 
and means to rotate said dis (. HOWARD P. DENISON. 


